
Product Description： 

The bottom reinforcement zero tolerance grinding wheel is a great choice if you are looking
for a clean and perfect balanced stock removal around the counter tops.

These wheels also feature water holes for wet use.

The slanted segments are specifically designed to limit chipping.

Zero Tolerance Grinding Wheel Suppliers,is the most effective tool to grind the tight
radius on granite or other stone.

They are closely segmented to minimize chipping.

Wholesaler Diamond Grinding Wheel For Stone Manufacturer is the most effective way to
grind and polish the tight radius.

Feature: 

1.For hole grinding, anchor and blind hole.

2. Smoother milling without stone edge damage.

3. The most popular tool for truing vanity sink cut-outs.

4. High Efficiency,Long Lifespan And Fast Milling Speed.

5. Perfect balance with zero vibration and stable performance.

6. It is a premium quality that can perform aggressively and but with no vibration when
grinding.

Product Specification: 

The followings are the normal specifications of our Bottom Reinforcement Zero
Tolerance Grinding Wheel:

Diameter Segment 
Length  Bore 

50mm(2 Inch) 35MM M14 

Other specifications of Zero Tolerance Drum Wheel:

Model Diameter Segment Length Bore 

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Segmented-Zero-Tolerance-Grinding-Wheel.html


BW-

ZTW

-M01(S)    

25mm
(1 Inch)  

35MM
40MM

  45MM    

M14
M16

5/8”-11
  1/2”G    

50mm
(2 Inch) 
75mm

(3 Inch) 
100mm
(4 Inch) 

The above specifications are for reference, other specifications can be ordered by customers.

For more types of zero tolerance wheels, please click here

(Bottom Reinforcement Zero Tolerance Grinding Wheel Manufacturer)

Product show 

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Bottom-Reinforcement-Zero-Tolerance-Grinding-Diamond-Granite-Wheel.html


Application: 



Cyclone Zero Tolerance Wheels designed for stock removal on granite marble by grinding
away excess stone.

Segment zero tolerance wheel are for grinding and polishing sink holes on the slab, kitchens
etc.,

Great for both aggressive stock removal (non-resin filled) or fine edge truing (resin-filled) with
sink cut-outs in vanities and counter tops.

Kindly Noted, when place order please inform the following:

1.Whether with bottom Segment (yes/no)

2. Interface of zero tolerance wheel (M14, M16, 5/8”-11, 1/2”G)

3. Segment Length of zero tolerance wheel (35mm, 40mm, 45mm)

4. The diameter of the zero tolerance wheel (25mm, 50mm, 75mm, 100mm)

5. Who is it used for? (Grinding Granite, Marble, Sandstone And Other Stone)

6. What scenario is it used for?( For Removing The Edge Of Counter Top,Basin,Sink Etc)

7. Type of zero tolerance wheel (Segment Forest Tolerance Wheel//Resin Filled
Wheel/Continuous Zero Tolerance Wheel/Integral Zero Tolerance Wheel/Bottom Section Zero
Tolerance Wheel With Cutter Head/Resin Polishing Drum/Plating Drum Wheel/Brazing Drum
Wheel)







Factory Show  



FAQ

1.How could we know the quality, if we want to order your products?
Please just test them with a very small order, then you will know the quality. At present,so
many people in the world to use Chinese products, because of the high quality and most
competitive prices. We are professional manufacturer in supplying diamond tools for more
than 8 years. Anyway, confirming our products quality, a small trial order for testing will be
necessary.

2.Can you offer free samples?
We don’t offer free samples, according to our many years experience, we think people get
the samples by paying, they will cherish and appreciate more what they get. But we are
willing to give our potential customers a special discount which they are used to do a testing.
It is very important to give us feedback, we appreciate it.



3.Does your company accept custom-made?
Surely, we accept it. Including differentcolor, grit etc. We also can mark your ownlogo and
brand on the pad. Any new productsyou want us to produce for you, just send us your
drawing or sample, we will produce the same one. We will not sell this kind of products to
other customers only if we get your permission.

Logistics:
Sample order ship by DHL, UPS, FedEx, TNT, EMS etc
For mass order delivery, can be optional with terms of Exwork, FOB, CNF, CIF by air or by sea
based on the buyer’s forwarder or ours

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


